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Abstract 19	

Organic matter in the sea surface microlayer (SML) may be transferred to the 20	

atmosphere as sea spray and hence influence the composition and properties of 21	

marine aerosol. Recent work has demonstrated that the SML contains material 22	

capable of heterogeneously nucleating ice, but the nature of this material remains 23	

largely unknown. Water-soluble organic matter was extracted from SML and 24	

underlying seawater from the Arctic and analyzed using a combination of mass 25	

spectrometric approaches. High performance liquid chromatography-ion trap mass 26	

spectrometry (LC-IT-MS), and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance MS (FT-27	

ICR-MS), showed seawater extracts to be compositionally similar across all stations, 28	

while microlayer extracts had a different and more variable composition. LC-IT-MS 29	

demonstrated the enrichment of particular ions in the microlayer. Ice nucleation 30	

ability (defined as the median droplet freezing temperature) appeared to be related to 31	

the relative abundances of some ions, although the extracts themselves did not retain 32	

this property. Molecular formulae were assigned using LC - quadrupole time-of-flight 33	

MS (LC-TOF-MS2) and FT-ICR-MS. The ice nucleation tracer ions were associated 34	

with elevated biogenic trace gases, and were also observed in atmospheric aerosol 35	

collected during the summer, but not early spring suggesting a biogenic source of ice 36	

nuclei in the Arctic microlayer.   37	

  38	
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Introduction 42	

The sea surface microlayer (SML) is a thin layer of water at the sea-air interface in 43	

which chemical, physical and biological properties differ from those of the underlying 44	

seawater1.  The SML has an operationally defined thickness of ~1 to ~1000 μm 1, and 45	

surfactant enrichments have been found to persist up to wind speeds of up to at least ~ 46	

13 m s-1 2, 3. It has been recognized as a distinct compartment for photochemical 47	

reactions4, 5 and biogeochemical transformations1.  48	

 49	

As the SML lies at the interface between the ocean and the atmosphere, it is expected 50	

to influence the transfer of gases and particles between these compartments6-10. 51	

Material from the SML may become entrained in sea spray aerosol (SSA) generated 52	

by bubble bursting processes11, but the extent of the SML's direct contribution to SSA 53	

remains unknown12. In the central Arctic, atmospheric particles have been found to 54	

have similar properties to particles (~100 nm diameter) in the SML beneath, 55	

suggesting that the SML may be a significant source of these aerosol particles13. 56	

Similarly, co-variation of anionic surfactants in aerosol and the SML in the 57	

Mediterranean suggests the SML is a source of aerosol organic matter14.  58	

Photochemical and heterogeneous reactions in the microlayer may also supply 59	

volatile organic compounds (VOCs) to the atmosphere, and so contribute to 60	

secondary organic aerosol formation4, 15, 16. 61	

 62	

The influence of the SML on air-sea exchange and marine aerosol properties is 63	

assumed to be a function of its chemical composition, but as yet, the composition of 64	

the microlayer has not been fully characterized. Relative to the underlying bulk 65	

seawater, the SML has been found to be enriched in a wide range of organic and 66	



inorganic compounds (12 and references therein; 6, 17-27). Rising bubbles collect surface-67	

active organic material from the water column and transfer it to the microlayer1, 2, 68	

where further enrichment and/or modification (e.g. by photochemical oxidation5, or 69	

microbial degradation1, 28) of some compound classes may occur. Non-targeted high-70	

resolution mass spectrometry has shown a shift towards lower molecular weight 71	

compounds in the SML relative to the underlying seawater, thought to be the result of 72	

increased degradation22. 73	

 74	

The microlayer is also enriched in biogenic material that can heterogeneously 75	

nucleate ice29. The presence of ice nucleating particles (INPs) in bulk seawater and 76	

marine air masses has long been known30-35, and recent studies indicate that the oceans 77	

are probably an important source of aerosolized atmospheric INPs, particularly in 78	

remote regions away from terrestrial sources29, 36-38. Depending on the exact nucleation 79	

pathway, heterogeneous ice nucleation by INPs can raise the temperature and/or 80	

lower the relative humidity at which ice crystals form in clouds, with consequent 81	

impacts on cloud lifetime, precipitation and cloud radiative properties. The identity of 82	

INPs in the SML, and the factors governing their abundance, remain unknown. 83	

 84	

In this work, low mass resolution liquid chromatography mass spectrometry was used 85	

to explore the molecular composition of dissolved organic matter (DOM) isolated 86	

from Arctic SML and underlying seawater, with the aim of identifying features which 87	

related to ice nucleation activity, an atmospherically relevant property. A combination 88	

of high-mass resolution mass spectrometric techniques was then used to examine 89	

these features further. The work was conducted as part of the Aerosol-Cloud Coupling 90	

and Climate Interactions in the Arctic (ACCACIA) project. 91	



Experimental section 92	

 93	

Sample collection 94	

Samples were collected from the Greenland and Barents Seas during cruise JR288 of 95	

the RRS James Clark Ross in July-August 2013. Water sampling locations are shown 96	

in Figure 1 and further details are given in Table S1 of Supplementary Information 97	

(SI). Sea surface microlayer samples were collected using a remote controlled rotating 98	

drum type sampler deployed for approximately 40 minutes per sample29, 39. Sub-99	

samples of ~1 L were taken for mass spectrometric analysis. Two sampling blanks 100	

('boat blanks') were collected by running underlying seawater from the same location 101	

over the sampler drum, and consequently through the sampler’s whole collection 102	

system. Underlying seawater was collected from approximately 2-5 m depth using 103	

Niskin bottles deployed on a CTD rosette. Seawater subsamples (~10 L) were 104	

collected from the Niskin bottles into dedicated clean glass sampling bottles that were 105	

rinsed with dilute HCl (10% v/v) prior to the start of the cruise.  106	

 107	

Atmospheric aerosol samples were collected during cruise JR288, and also during a 108	

cruise to the same area made by the RV Lance in March 2013. Aerosol samples were 109	

collected onto pre-combusted quartz (Whatman QM-A) filters using a high volume 110	

aerosol collector (Ecotech Hi-vol 3000; air flow ~68 m3 hr-1) fitted with a PM2.5 size 111	

selective inlet. The sampler was located on the bridge-top deck of each ship, and 112	

automatically controlled according to wind direction in order to avoid contamination 113	

from the ship's stack. Individual samples were collected over 24 hour periods, with an 114	

average total air volume of 1261 m3 per sample. 115	

 116	



 117	

 118	

 119	

Figure 1. Locations of sea surface microlayer sampling stations during cruise JR288, 120	

superimposed on NSIDC satellite sea ice concentration data for 28 July 2013. Sea ice 121	

concentrations are shown as fractional coverage, where 0 is no ice and 1 is complete 122	

cover; values >1 are masks for land and missing data. White station symbols indicate 123	

locations where the microlayer had particularly high relative ice nucleation activity, 124	

based on median freezing temperatures, T50. Figure produced using Ocean data View 125	

40.  126	

 127	

 128	

 129	

Sample preparation 130	

Immediately following collection, all seawater and microlayer samples were filtered 131	

under vacuum through pre-combusted (5 hours at 450°C) Whatman GF/F filters 132	

(nominal pore size 0.7 μm). Dedicated acid washed glass bottles and a polycarbonate 133	

filter holder were used; all were acid rinsed at least every few days. Dissolved organic 134	

matter was isolated from the filtrate by solid phase extraction (SPE) onto Agilent 135	



Bond Elut PPL cartridges, using LC-MS grade solvents (Fisher Optima), according to 136	

the method of Dittmar et al41. Procedural blanks were prepared by replacing the 137	

sample with ~5 mL of rinse solution (0.01M hydrochloric acid). The operationally 138	

defined fraction of the DOM isolated by this procedure is referred to as SPE-DOM. 139	

SPE extraction efficiency was not evaluated here, but a previous comparison of 140	

sorbents found the protocol adopted here to be the most efficient at extracting DOM 141	

from seawater, with average recoveries of 43 and 62% for coastal and open ocean 142	

waters respectively41. Longnecker et al42 achieved DOM recoveries from Arctic 143	

seawater of 32 to 43% using a variation of this method with two SPE extraction steps.  144	

 145	

Methanolic extracts were stored in pre-combusted glass vials at -20 °C for return to 146	

the UK. Prior to analysis, samples were evaporated to dryness using a vacuum solvent 147	

evaporator (Biotage, Sweden) and redissolved in methanol-water (1:1 mixture). 148	

Potential exists for organic matter to undergo molecular transformations, such as 149	

trans-esterification of carboxylic acids and esters43, and acetal and hemi-acetal 150	

formation44, in methanolic extracts. Some of these changes may occur very rapidly, 151	

over timescales of minutes, and so be effectively unavoidable. During longer-term 152	

storage, it has been shown that methanolic extracts may undergo proton exchange but 153	

not esterification or hemiacetal formation45. Repeat analyses of our samples after 154	

more than 12 months also suggests they are stable at -20 oC. 155	

 156	

Aerosol samples were foil wrapped and frozen at -20°C immediately following 157	

collection for return to the UK. Aerosol material was extracted from the filters into 158	

ultrapure water (Fisher LC-MS grade) by ultrasonication, and then extracted by SPE 159	

as above. To allow direct comparison of seawater and aerosol SPE-DOM, the salinity 160	



of the aqueous aerosol extracts was made up to that of seawater (~35 g L-1) by adding 161	

sodium chloride prior to SPE. As aerosol loadings were very low, extracts from three 162	

or four consecutive aerosol samples of the same air mass origin (assigned using air 163	

mass back trajectories from NOAA Hysplit 46) were combined.  164	

 165	

Mass spectrometric analysis 166	

 167	

High performance liquid chromatography-ion trap mass spectrometry (LC-IT-MS).  168	

The SPE-DOM sample extracts were first analyzed by LC-IT-MS using an HCT Plus 169	

ion trap mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics GmbH, Bremen, Germany) coupled to 170	

an Agilent 1100 series HPLC. A Pinnacle DB-C18 column with 5 μm particle size 171	

(Restek, 4.6 x 150 mm) was used with 0.1% (v/v) formic acid in ultrapure water 172	

(Optima LC-MS grade, Fisher, UK) and methanol (Optima LC-MS grade, Fisher, 173	

UK) mobile phases and a flow rate of 0.6 mL min-1. Gradient elution was performed 174	

as follows: 0-13 minutes 20% methanol; 13-23 minutes increase to 60% methanol; 175	

23-33 minutes, hold at 60% methanol; 33-43 minutes increase to 100% methanol; 43-176	

50 minutes hold at 100% methanol; 50-53 minutes return to starting conditions; 53-59 177	

minutes hold at starting conditions. Electrospray ionization was used with a source 178	

temperature of 365°C, nebulizer pressure of 70 psi and drying gas (N2) flow rate of 12 179	

L min-1. The mass spectrometer was operated in alternating positive and negative ion 180	

mode, with a scan range of m/z 50 - 1000 and a target mass setting of m/z 150. Mass 181	

calibration was conducted using a standard containing arginine clusters (Sigma-182	

Aldrich). The mass accuracy ranged from ~ 100 to 2000 ppm, and the mass resolution 183	

was 500 at m/z 200. 184	

 185	



Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS).  SPE-186	

DOM extracts were also analyzed by ultra-high mass resolution FT-ICR-MS with 187	

electrospray ionization using a SolariX XR 9.4T instrument (Bruker Daltonics, 188	

Coventry, UK). Samples were introduced by direct infusion at a flow rate of 189	

120 μl hr-1. The source temperature was 220 °C, the nebulizer gas (N2) pressure was 190	

1.2 bar and the drying gas flow rate was 4 L min-1. Samples were analyzed separately 191	

in positive and negative mode over a scan range of m/z 58 to 1200.  Each sample was 192	

analyzed twice, typically with 50 (negative mode) or 200 (positive mode) scans 193	

collected per analysis. The mass resolution was ~140,000 at m/z 200. The instrument 194	

was externally calibrated using sodium formate clusters. Negative mode FT-ICR-MS 195	

spectra were internally recalibrated using the ubiquitous series of DOM anions 196	

(C17H19O8
-, C18H21O8

-, C19H23O8
- etc) proposed by Kujawinski et al., 200947. Positive 197	

mode FT-ICR-MS spectra were internally calibrated using a combination of DOM 198	

and common contaminant ions (e.g. proline, arginine, polyethylene glycol oligomers). 199	

Aerosol SPE extracts were screened for selected ions using FT-ICR-MS in negative 200	

mode, with conditions as above. Due to a lack of suitable ions, internal mass 201	

calibration was not carried out for these samples. 202	

  203	

Bulk compositional analysis was conducted for FT-ICR-MS data collected in the 204	

negative mode, as this has been more widely reported in comparable previous studies. 205	

Only m/z values that satisfied the following criteria were considered: (i) absent from 206	

the procedural extraction blank (at a signal to noise ratio of at least four); (ii) present 207	

in both analytical replicates; (iii) signal-to-noise ratio greater than ten. Molecular 208	

formulae were generated using the SmartFormula functionality within DataAnalysis 209	

4.1 software (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany), In addition to C, H and O, the 210	



heteroatoms N, S and P were allowed, with a formula error limit of 1 ppm. Elemental 211	

combinations were restricted according to rules adopted from similar previous work 22, 
212	

48-54, see SI for further details. 213	

 214	

High-performance liquid chromatography - quadrupole time-of-flight mass 215	

spectrometry (LC-TOF-MS2).  A subset of microlayer and seawater extracts were 216	

analyzed by LC-TOF-MS2 using a maXis 3G mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, 217	

Coventry, UK) coupled to a Dionex ultimate 3000 HPLC system (Thermo Scientific 218	

Inc., UK). The column, mobile phases and gradient program were the same as those 219	

used for LC-IT-MS analysis (see above), with the exception that HPLC grade water 220	

(Fisher, UK) was used instead of LC-MS grade water. Differences in instrument 221	

plumbing resulted in a slight retardation of retention times of ~2 minutes. 222	

Electrospray ionization was used with a source temperature of 350°C, nebulizer 223	

pressure of 4 bar and drying gas (N2) flow rate of 9 L min-1. Samples were analyzed in 224	

positive and negative mode separately; in each mode external mass calibration was 225	

conducted using Agilent low concentration tuning mix (part no. G1969-85000). 226	

Fragmentation spectra for specified ions were acquired across a range of collision 227	

energies (7-40 eV) in order to obtain good fragmentation spectra for as many ions as 228	

possible. 229	

 230	

The purpose of the LC-TOF-MS2 analysis was to allow high confidence assignment 231	

of molecular formulae to selected ions of interest identified by LC-IT-MS. This was 232	

achieved in two ways. Firstly, it provided more accurate m/z values for ions of interest 233	

for which the retention time was known, so constrained the number of corresponding 234	

peaks in the FT-ICR-MS spectra. FT-ICR-MS spectra of microlayer samples, 235	



seawater samples and procedural blanks within this narrower m/z window were then 236	

compared to identify ions present at appropriate relative abundances, and possible 237	

molecular formulae for these were generated. Secondly, possible formulae for 238	

fragment ions and constant neutral losses detected by LC-TOF-MS2 were used to 239	

identify relationships between groups of ions and inform formula selection. This 240	

information was combined with the FT-ICR-MS results in order to deduce probable 241	

molecular formulae for the target ions. 242	

 243	

Supporting parameters  244	

The measurement of ice nucleating particles (INP) in untreated SML samples is 245	

described in Wilson et al., 2015. In order to determine whether INP were retained 246	

during the SPE extraction (Section 2.2), INP assays were also conducted on SML 247	

extracts that had been dried and reconstituted in a salt-water matrix (35 g L-1) and a 248	

matrix blank. The reconstitution volume was selected such that analyte concentrations 249	

were returned to those in the original, untreated SML sample. This allowed direct 250	

comparison of the extract IN activity with the microlayer IN activity measured in the 251	

raw samples during cruise JR288 29. 252	

 253	

Total organic carbon content of untreated SML samples was measured using a 254	

Shimadzu TOC-V analyzer, as described in Wilson et al., 2015. A suite of trace gases 255	

(DMS, halocarbons, monoterpenes) were measured by purge-and-trap gas 256	

chromatography mass spectrometry using the method described in 55, though we 257	

caution that these results are semi-quantitative at best because microlayer sampling 258	

methods were not gas-tight. 259	

 260	



Results and discussion 261	

 262	

Presence of microlayer enhanced ions revealed by LC-IT-MS  263	

Low mass resolution LC-IT-MS analysis of all samples revealed differences in 264	

organic composition, both between seawater and microlayer extracts, and within the 265	

subset of microlayer extracts. Total ion chromatograms obtained using LC-IT-MS 266	

showed a broad peak between 18 and 36 minutes in seawater and microlayer samples, 267	

while procedural blanks did not (Figs S1a, S2a). This broad peak is thought to be due 268	

to a large number of co-eluting, organic compounds present at low concentrations56. 269	

For some, but not all microlayer samples, discreet peaks appeared superimposed upon 270	

the broader hump (Figs S1a, S2a), suggesting a small number of ions either present at 271	

elevated levels, or with substantially higher ionization efficiencies. Base peak 272	

chromatograms (which display the abundance of the most intense ion in the mass 273	

spectra at each time point) confirmed the enhancement of selected ions in the 274	

microlayer (Figs S1b, S2b).  In contrast, seawater samples did not exhibit any discreet 275	

peaks within this region.  276	

 277	

Average mass spectra calculated for the 18-36 minute retention time region showed a 278	

characteristic distribution of peaks separated by 14 Da (corresponding to a CH2 unit) 279	

for all seawater samples (Fig S3). Note that the choice of instrumental parameters 280	

(e.g. target mass) will influence the shape and center of the m/z distributions obtained, 281	

as well as the response factors of individual ions, so only data obtained under the 282	

same conditions can be directly compared. Average mass spectra were strikingly 283	

similar for all seawater samples, suggesting homogeneity in the extracted organic 284	

matter between sampling stations. Average mass spectra of microlayer samples 285	



displayed additional peaks with higher relative intensity than observed in the seawater 286	

samples (Fig S3). This is consistent with the presence of elevated concentrations of 287	

certain ions in the microlayer compared to the underlying seawater.  288	

 289	

LC-IT-MS chromatograms for microlayer sampling boat blanks did not contain these 290	

enhanced species, and the average mass spectra appeared similar to those for the 291	

seawater from which they were prepared (Figs S1, S2 and S3), suggesting they were 292	

not the result of contamination during microlayer sampling. 293	

 294	

Inspection of base peak chromatograms and average mass spectra obtained by LT-IT-295	

MS found 33 negative ions and 117 positive ions that were enhanced in microlayer 296	

samples, and these ions were selected for further study. Peak areas (obtained from 297	

extracted ion chromatograms) for these microlayer enhanced ions were normalized 298	

according to aqueous extraction volume, and used as a proxy for their relative 299	

abundances. As the sensitivity of ESI-MS varies across different compounds and as a 300	

function of matrix, peak areas are only used to compare the same ions (at same 301	

retention time and so approximately same matrix) across samples, and not to compare 302	

abundances of different ions within or between samples. 303	

 304	

Link between abundance of microlayer enhanced ions and ice nucleation activity 305	

The microlayer samples had higher ice nucleation (IN) activity than the underlying 306	

seawater, and this varied between stations (see Wilson et al., 2015).  Ice nucleation 307	

ability, quantified in terms of median freezing temperature (T50; the temperature at 308	

which 50% of droplets had frozen), was correlated with the relative abundances of 309	

some of the microlayer enhanced ions identified by LC-IT-MS analysis (Fig 2, Table 310	



1). Considering the microlayer samples only, linear correlation coefficients of R2 > 311	

0.5 were obtained for 7 negative ions and 27 positive ions (Table 1); for ease, these 312	

ions are referred to as 'IN tracer ions' hereafter. To examine this relationship over a 313	

wider linear range, correlation analysis was extended to include the measured IN 314	

activity of diluted microlayer samples (1% and 10% by volume) and calculated ion 315	

abundance, assuming that peak area scales linearly for the ions of interest. This 316	

revealed strong exponential relationships between IN activity and IN tracer ion 317	

relative abundance, with correlation coefficients of R2 > 0.8 in all but one case (Fig 2, 318	

Table 1). Seawater samples also appear to broadly fit this relationship (Fig 2), but 319	

were not included in quantitative correlation analysis as both ice nucleation ability 320	

and peak area were at or very close to the limit of detection.  321	

 322	



 323	

 324	

Figure 2. Natural log of volume normalized peak area plotted against 50% freezing 325	

temperature, for ions with (a) retention time 30.8 mins, [M-H]- =  289.2 and (b) 326	

retention time 38.5 mins, [M+H]+ =  285.2 for microlayer (grey diamonds) and 327	

seawater (black diamonds) samples, and microlayer samples diluted with ultrapure 328	

water to 10 and 1% by volume (white diamonds). Lines of best fit and correlation 329	

coefficients are for microlayer (whole and diluted) only, assuming peak area scales 330	



linearly with sample dilution; seawater values were excluded from correlation 331	

analysis as they were at or close to the limit of detection for both ice nucleation ability 332	

and peak area.  333	

 334	

The correlations between IN tracer ion abundance and T50 for microlayer samples are 335	

comparable or greater than that identified between T50 and TOC content of the 336	

microlayer (R2 = 0.51). For many ions, the relationship between ion abundance and 337	

IN activity was also stronger than that between ion abundance and TOC (Table 1). 338	

The IN tracer ions were variably correlated with TOC (Table 1), consistent with 339	

compositional differences between the SML samples, rather than solely a 340	

homogenous DOC pool present at varying concentrations.  341	

 342	

IN assays of reconstituted SPE extracts yielded freezing curves that were very similar 343	

to those of the salt-water matrix (Fig. S4) and of the fresh seawater analyzed 344	

immediately following collection29. The elevated freezing temperatures characteristic 345	

of the raw microlayer samples29 were not observed in the reconstituted SPE extracts. 346	

This implies that the INPs are not extracted and/or preserved by the SPE protocol, and 347	

that the IN tracer ions are only associated with INPs, but do not contribute directly to 348	

ice nucleation.  349	

 350	

 351	

 352	

 353	

 354	



Table 1. Formula assignment, correlation coefficients (R2) and enrichment factors (EF) for ice nucleation tracer ions that were enhanced the 355	

SML, in order of retention time (tR).  356	

tR,	

mins	

Mode	 Exact	m/z	 Suggested	

formula	

Formula	

error,	

ppm	

Adduct	 Fragment	ions	 R2		

Peak	

area	vs.	

T50	

R2		

Ln(peak	

area)	

vs.	T50*	

R2		

Peak	

area	vs.	

TOC	

EF	

range	

23.1	 +	 187.09647	 C9H14O4	 0.08	 [M+H]+	 b	 0.56	 0.87	 0.62	 12	-	436	

23.9	 +	 273.13086	 C11H22O6	 -0.00	 [M+Na]+	 a	 0.52	 0.85	 0.56	 16	-	85	

24.3	 +	 197.11723	 C11H16O3	 -0.05	 [M+H]+	 179.11,	161.10,	(135),	133.10,	107.09,	

93.07	

0.55	 0.84	 0.85	 29	-	

1502	

26.5	 -	 261.13429	 C12H22O6	 -0.27	 [M-H]-	 187.09,	125.09	 0.52	 0.85	 0.52	 2	-	175	

28.6	 +	 285.13105	

285.16727	

C12H22O6	

C13H26O5	

C19H25S+	

-0.65	

-0.09	

-0.43	

[M+Na]+	

[M+Na]+	

a	 0.58	 0.81	 0.26	 8	-	167	

29.4	 +	 125.09606	 C8H12O	 0.25	 [M+H]+	 a	 0.61	 0.90	 0.55	 6	-	97	

29.7	 +	 299.14675	 C13H24O6	 -0.80	 [M+Na]+	 73.6079	 0.56	 0.80	 0.26	 14	-	101	

29.9	 +	 123.11685	 C9H14	 -0.19	 [M+H]+	 b	 0.58	 0.81	 0.46	 18	-124	



30.7	 +	 273.13086	

273.16968	

C11H22O6	

C14H24O5	

0.00	

-0.11	

[M+Na]+	

[M+H]+	

c	 0.58	 0.86	 0.48	 6	-	50	

30.8	 -	 289.15757	

289.16557	

C14H27O4P	

C14H26O6	

0.61	

-0.31	

[M-H]-	

[M-H]-	

215.12	 0.71	 0.93	 0.50	 5	-	115	

31.0	 +	 315.17790	 C14H28O6	 -0.30	 [M+Na]+	 a	 0.52	 0.81	 0.42	 28	-	272	

31.5	 -	 187.13382	 C10H20O3	 -0.46	 [M-H]-	 167.10,	151.04,	141.12,	112.98	 0.56	 0.87	 0.53	 35	-	647	

31.6	 +	 171.13797	 C10H18O2	 -0.08	 [M+H]+	 153.13,	135.12,	107.09	 0.55	 0.86	 0.54	 12	-	266	

31.7	 +	 273.16968	 C14H24O5	 -0.11	 [M+H]+	 153.13,	135.12	 0.57	 0.81	 0.39	 11	-	399	

31.8	 -	 289.15757	

289.16557	

C14H27O4P	

C14H26O6	

0.61	

-0.31	

[M-H]-	

[M-H]-	

215.12,	197.11	 0.61	 0.86	 0.46	 23	-	894	

31.9	 +	 257.17489	 C14H24O4	 -0.60	 [M+H]+	 211.08,	147.12,	137.13,	95.09	 0.52	 0.82	 0.60	 3	-	326	

33.9	 +	 187.13281	 C10H18O3	 0.33	 [M+H]+	 173.12,	155.11,	137.10,	119.09,	109.10,	

95.09	

0.53	 0.86	 0.57	 41	-	744	

34.0	 +	 241.14100	 C11H22O4	 -0.12	 [M+Na]+	 209.12	 0.54	 0.81	 0.41	 82	-	

1952	

35.7	 +	 241.14100	 C11H22O4	 0.12	 [M+Na]+	 209.12	 0.58	 0.85	 0.68	 15	-	273	

36.6	 +	 167.14304	 C11H18O	 0.19	 [M+H]+	 149.13,	121.10,	109.10,	95.09,	81.07	 0.57	 0.87	 0.72	 162	-	



5512	

36.7	 -	 201.14952	 C11H22O3	 0.49	 [M-H]-	 155.14	 0.55	 0.87	 0.69	 386	-	

12931	

36.7	 +	 149.13246	 C11H16	 0.11	 [M+H]+	 121.10,	109.10,	107.09,	95.09	 0.56	 0.87	 0.69	 17	-	625	

36.7	 +	 185.15361	 C11H20O2	 -0.02	 [M+H]+	 167.14,	149.13,	121.10,	109.10,	95.09,	

83.09,	81.07	

0.56	 0.87	 0.71	 86	-	

1927	

38.5	 +	 285.20581	 C16H28O4	 0.79	 [M+H]+	 b	 0.66	 0.89	 0.53	 17-67	

39.1	 +	 125.13251	 C9H16	 -0.26	 [M+H]+	 c	 0.52	 0.87	 0.67	 9	-	114	

39.2	 -	 236.11384	 C20H42O8S2	 -0.85	 [M-2H]2-	 375.24,	96.96	 0.64	 0.84	 0.29	 52	-	

1944	

40.1	 -	 236.11384	 C20H42O8S2	 -0.85	 [M-2H]2-	 375.24,	195.13,	154.06,	96.96	 0.64	 0.78	 0.16	 25	-	

3728	

40.7	 +	 257.17464	 C14H24O4	 -0.37	 [M+H]+	 201.15,	183.14,	165.13,	147.12,	137.13,	

123.12,	95.09	

0.53	 0.84	 0.49	 8	-	244	

Where two different m/z are listed, it was not possible to unambiguously identify the tracer ion in the FT-ICR-MS spectra.  Where fragment ions 357	

are not given either (a) the ion did not fragment, (b) the fragmentation spectra were of very low intensity, or (c) the tracer ion was not apparent in 358	

the LC-TOF-MS2 chromatogram. Rows shaded grey indicate formulae that are related to each other by the loss or gain of water molecules, so 359	

may indicate adducts of the same compound. Correlation coefficients are shown for relative abundance versus ice nucleation ability, measured as 360	

median freezing temperature (T50), and total organic carbon content (TOC). *Correlation of Ln(peak area) against T50 includes diluted microlayer 361	



samples. Enrichment factors are estimated as the ratio of the peak area in a microlayer sample to that in the corresponding seawater sample, 362	

following adjustment for extraction volume; the range for all microlayer samples is shown.363	



Identity and potential origin of IN tracer ions 364	

Microlayer enhanced peaks (and high IN activity) were particularly common and 365	

abundant at station 12, and also stations 6, 12.5 and 19 (Figs S1, S2 and S3). The 366	

underlying water at stations 6, 12, 12.5 and 19 did not exhibit any distinctive features 367	

in either total or size-segregated chlorophyll concentrations (C. Hughes, University of 368	

York, unpub. data), or the chlorophyll contribution of individual phytoplankton 369	

groups derived from pigment analysis (A. Small, Oxford University, unpub. data). 370	

Similarly, there was no apparent relationship between the variation in SML 371	

composition (as determined here) or freezing temperature (as presented in Wilson et 372	

al.29) and the numbers of bacteria present (cell count data presented in Wilson et al.29). 373	

Examination of temperature-salinity profiles, and the shipboard wind speed and 374	

ambient light levels at the time of sampling, and in the 6 and 24 hours prior to the 375	

SML sampling, also failed to show any corresponding trends. Interestingly, semi-376	

quantitative determinations of the biogenic trace gases dimethyl sulfide, methyl 377	

iodide, bromochloromethane and di-iodomethane revealed that these gases also 378	

tended to be present at higher levels in microlayer samples 6, 12, 12.5 and 19 than in 379	

other samples (Fig S5). These stations were also unusual in that ethyl and propyl 380	

iodide were observed. From the above consideration of the available supporting 381	

evidence, a single factor associated with the relative abundance of IN tracer ions (and 382	

high INPs themselves) cannot be identified, but the associations with TOC and 383	

biogenic trace gases point towards a biological and/or photochemical influence.  384	

 385	

The nature of marine INPs has not yet been fully elucidated, but evidence suggests 386	

they originate from marine phytoplankton or bacteria60-64. Phytoplankton cell exudates 387	

and/or cellular fragments, and the bacterial populations sustained by this material, 388	



have both been suggested as possible sources29, 36, 63. Laboratory mesocosm 389	

experiments found that peaks in airborne IN activity coincided with increases in 390	

relatively aliphatic rich, low O/C organic material in submicron SSA; these changes 391	

were ascribed to phytoplankton cell lysis under conditions of relatively low bacterial 392	

lipase activity36, 64, 65. Cell breakage may occur in the surface ocean, with subsequent 393	

concentration of the products in the SML, or the process may be enhanced in the SML 394	

itself. Enrichments of mannose and arabinose in the SML have previously been 395	

attributed to phytoplankton cell degradation66. Aller et al.67 observed an increased 396	

proportion of membrane damaged cells in the SML, and suggested this might be due 397	

to the increased potential for viral infection, zooplankton grazing and physical 398	

stresses in the microlayer. Either process could potentially result in increased 399	

abundances of INPs and other biogenic material in the SML. We hypothesize that the 400	

IN tracer ions originate from a phytoplankton exudate mix (including any associated 401	

bacteria and viruses), of which larger sized constituents confer the IN activity.  402	

 403	

Phytoplankton are known to release a wide variety of organic compounds, ranging in 404	

size from volatile gases of less than 100 Da to macromolecules and colloids of several 405	

1000 Da. As a result of sample processing and instrumental constraints, this study 406	

(and all others using similar approaches), considers only an operationally defined 407	

fraction of the total organic matter present. Specifically, the analytical approaches 408	

used here have targeted compounds that are low molecular weight (<1000 m/z), water 409	

soluble, neither strongly hydrophobic or strongly hydrophilic, and easily ionizable by 410	

electrospray. High-resolution mass spectrometry was used to elucidate molecular 411	

formulae for the IN tracer ions (Table 1). Searches of online databases (e.g. 412	

Chemspider, MassBank, NIST) typically returned tens of structural isomers per 413	



formula or more. Our data is insufficient to distinguish between these isomers, so we 414	

can only explore whether the IN formulae are consistent with algal exudates. For 415	

example, known algal metabolites with similar carbon numbers to the IN tracer ions 416	

include polyunsaturated aldehydes (PUAs; e.g. decatrienal, C10H14O)68 and 417	

unsaturated hydrocarbons (e.g. fucoserratene, C8H12; dictyopterenes, C11H18)
69. Two 418	

tracer ion formulae exactly match those of compounds from these classes:  isomers of 419	

C8H12O include the PUA octadienal, while those of C11H16 include the algal hormone 420	

hormosirene70. Other tracer ions have formulae consistent with oxygenated organics 421	

(e.g. C8H14O3, C12H16O3) formed when PUAs are produced by the cleavage of higher 422	

molecular weight polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA)71. PUAs are mainly produced 423	

by diatoms, as a response to cell wounding, for example by zooplankton grazing 72; 424	

the elevated levels of DMS (and potentially halocarbons) observed in the samples 425	

with high levels of the IN tracer ions are indicative of grazing having taken place at 426	

these locations73. It is beyond the scope of this work to prove that the IN tracer ions 427	

were indeed derived from PUAs, but we speculate that cellular damage (e.g. by 428	

grazing, stress or viral infection) could cause the simultaneous release of PUAs, trace 429	

gases and INPs.  430	

 431	

The IN tracer ions were massively enriched in the SML, with enrichment factors 432	

ranging from ~2 to 12931 (Table 1). Such EF values are several orders of magnitude 433	

greater than observed for dissolved organic carbon and other organic molecules 12, 434	

supporting the possibility that the tracer ions were formed in-situ. One possible 435	

mechanism for this is the photo-chemical modification of organic matter within the 436	

SML. Many have formulae consistent with fatty acid and dicarboxylic acid groups, 437	

e.g. saturated oxo-fatty acids (CnH2n-2O3), and unsaturated dicarboxylic acids (CnH2n-438	



4O4), which have been tentatively identified in nascent see spray aerosol74.  439	

Compounds of these classes, including nine with identical formulae to the IN tracer 440	

ions, have been found to increase in abundance following the irradiation of cellular 441	

material from freshwater aquatic biofilms75. More generally, the photochemical 442	

production of low molecular weight, saturated and unsaturated, carbonyl compounds 443	

has been demonstrated in natural microlayer samples and model systems4, 5, 16, 76. 444	

Alternative oxidation mechanisms include the oxidation of unsaturated organic 445	

compounds by ozone at the air-sea interface77, or bacterial metabolism in the SML1, 28. 446	

Formation of the IN tracer ions within the SML by abiotic reactions or bacterial 447	

breakdown is not incompatible with a link to phytoplankton described above, as this 448	

may supply the precursor material. 449	

 450	

Semi-quantitative comparison of seawater and microlayer SPE-DOM 451	

composition using FT-ICR-MS 452	

Mass spectra obtained using the high resolution FT-ICR-MS echoed the general 453	

trends suggested by the LC-IT-MS analysis, described earlier. Seawater samples were 454	

similar across stations, even at the fine scale. The negative mode high-resolution mass 455	

spectra for seawater samples visually resemble those obtained in other studies22, 47, 57, 456	

58. As mentioned earlier, it should be noted that relative ion intensities across the m/z 457	

range scanned are in part a function of user selected instrument settings. Previous 458	

studies have also reported a high level of homogeneity between SPE-DOM mass 459	

spectra for surface seawater samples57, 58.  460	

 461	

In contrast, SML samples displayed differences both from seawater and each other, 462	

but boat blanks were very similar to those for seawater (Fig S6). The SML spectra 463	



tended to contain peaks across a wider m/z range than the seawater spectra, and have 464	

more high intensity spikes. In the negative mode, higher molecular weight peaks (m/z 465	

~700 to 900) were particularly prominent in SML samples 6 and 12.5, which also had 466	

high IN activity.  467	

 468	

The visual contrast between seawater and SML spectra resembles the differences 469	

observed between ESI-FT-ICR mass spectra of underlying seawater and SML from an 470	

estuary, where enhancement of surfactant peaks has been observed22. Interestingly, 471	

seawater samples incubated with different microbial communities have also been 472	

shown to exhibit comparable differences in low molecular weight DOM 473	

composition59. In that study, plankton larger than ~1 m were removed from 474	

seawater, resulting in a microbial community dominated by heterotopic bacteria. 475	

High-resolution mass spectra from these incubations revealed the presence of unique, 476	

high-abundance ions that were not present in spectra from whole water, and overall 477	

had higher average H/C ratios and lower DBE values59. In light of these findings, it 478	

seems plausible that differences in the DOM composition of the microlayer relative to 479	

seawater observed here could, at least in part, reflect the differing microbial 480	

communities in each. 481	

 482	

In the positive mode LC-IT-MS average spectra, there is some indication that the 483	

microlayer may be depleted in compounds at the higher molecular weight end of the 484	

detection envelope (m/z 200-400; Fig S2) relative to seawater. This is in agreement 485	

with the shift to smaller molecular size in the microlayer observed by Lechtenfeld et 486	

al.22, which was attributed to photochemical and microbiological degradation. 487	

Meanwhile, negative mode FT-ICR-MS spectra obtained by direct injection also 488	



suggested the presence of additional higher molecular weight (m/z ~700 to 900) peaks 489	

in some SML samples that were absent from seawater (Fig S6). These peaks were not 490	

present in the LC-IT-MS average mass spectra (Supp info Fig S3A), probably because 491	

they have long retention times and did not elute in the time window of interest. 492	

 493	

Assignment of molecular formulae to negatively charged ions detected by FT-ICR-494	

MS is described in the SI. Formula assignment for complex organic mixtures, where 495	

multiple heteratoms must be considered, can be ambiguous78, 79, and we consider our 496	

results to be subject to uncertainty. Average DBE values and H/C ratios suggested 497	

SPE-DOM from the microlayer was slightly more aliphatic than that from seawater 498	

(Table S2). A tendency towards higher saturation and decreased aromaticity in the 499	

microlayer relative to the underlying seawater has been observed previously19, 22, and 500	

is consistent with the enhancement of hydrophobic substances in the microlayer. That 501	

the SML was more aliphatic than the underlying water, and also had higher IN 502	

activity, is consistent with the observation of an association between IN activity and 503	

more aliphatic material in SSA36, 64, 65. However, we did not observe trends in average 504	

elemental rations or DBE values within the SML subset that co-varied with IN 505	

activity. 506	

 507	

Possible occurrence of SML derived compounds in atmospheric aerosol 508	

The presence of relatively low molecular weight, highly oxygenated compounds in 509	

the sea surface microlayer, raises the possibility that primary sea spray aerosol may 510	

also contribute to the atmospheric aerosol burden of such compounds in the marine 511	

environment. FT-ICR-MS identified ions with the same molecular formulae as five of 512	

the negatively charged IN tracer ions (Table 1) in ambient atmospheric aerosol 513	



sampled in the Greenland Sea during the July-August 2013, but not March 2013 514	

(Table S3). Good agreement between observed spectra and simulated isotopic patterns 515	

(indicated by a relatively low mSigma value) confirmed that the molecular formulae 516	

agreed. These ions were absent from the aerosol sampling procedural blanks. The 517	

possible occurrence of IN tracer ions in ambient atmospheric aerosol is consistent 518	

with the transfer of material, possibly including INPs, from the microlayer to sea 519	

spray aerosol. It has recently been demonstrated that SSA produced by wave breaking 520	

contains INPs at levels in agreement with ambient INP measurements made over the 521	

oceans36. That the IN tracer ions were only found in aerosol collected during the 522	

summer, and not the early spring, is consistent with a biological source for these ions. 523	

 524	

 525	
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Supporting information. The FT-ICR-MS formula assignment procedure is 540	

described in the SI. Table S1 contains microlayer (and seawater) sampling 541	

information, and Table S2 contains average elemental composition information 542	

derived from FT-ICR-MS analysis of these samples. Table S3 provides details of 543	

aerosol sample collection, air mass origin and presence/absence of IN tracer ions. 544	

Total ion and base peak chromatograms obtained by LC-IT-MS for all samples are 545	

shown in Figures S1 and S2, and average mass spectra from these analyses are 546	

compared in Figure S3. Figure S4 shows freezing curves for reconstituted microlayer 547	

extracts, and raw microlayer and seawater extracts. Figure S5 compares the relative 548	

abundance of selected IN tracer ions with approximate concentrations of trace gases 549	

in microlayer samples. Negative mode FT-ICR mass spectra for seawater, microlayer 550	

and procedural blanks are shown in Figure S6, numbers of molecular formulae found 551	

in each sample type are given in Figure S7 (Venn diagram), and Figure S8 is a van 552	

Krevelen plot of these results. This information is available free of charge via the 553	

Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 554	
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